
Fashionable summer looks all rely on T-shirts. Which

of these five styles is your favorite?

The T-shirt is an indispensable item all year round. In autumn and winter, T-shirts support as a
base layer, but in the summer, they become the main style. T-shirts occupy the majority of the
summer wardrobe. Half of the country, with its shape, can be transformed into ten thousand
kinds.

In fact, there are various changes in T-shirts. The most intuitive ones are the changes in version
and pattern. The fabric affects comfort and fit, while the pattern makes a big difference in how
the shape looks.

The styles in the shop range from plain colors to large patterns. No matter which style you
choose, wearing it well will make it look outstanding and perfect. .

When it comes to T-shirts, people have different preferences. Some like classic whites, while
others prefer trendy graphics. So, choose the one that suits you best. Faced with all kinds of
dazzling styles, you have to know how to choose. If you choose well, you will be more
comfortable with matching.

▌1.Solid color T-shirt .

Solid color T-shirts refer to a single color style. At this time, T-shirts rely most on the attributes of
the pattern and fabric. These two factors can quickly widen the differences between styles.

Black and white T-shirts are classic and suit everyone. They are extremely versatile and can
create a variety of different styles.

Pairing it with jeans was an iconic style in the 1950s. It has been influential to this day and is a
must-have for sportsmen. It can show a rough and tough style. Classic leather shoes and retro
leather belts all make the look more masculine.

The look with trousers is elegant and suitable for a casual business style. A white T-shirt can
also make the look much simpler in summer.

Pair it with retro pleated trousers to create a fashionable look. The classic black and white color
scheme makes the look very versatile. Sneakers and white T-shirts can make the trousers look
younger and less formal.

Black T-shirts seem very low-key, but they also make the look cool. Some friends who think they
have darker skin can boldly use black T-shirts to style their looks.
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The all-black tone is timeless. Adding some white embellishment can brighten up the look and
add depth. .

Consider which pants to match with other solid color tees, besides black and white. After all, its
versatility will be reduced a lot.

Bright styles should focus on the overall tone of the look. When the color of the T-shirt is
brighter, the trousers should be more simple. It is best to use versatile dark tones so that the
look can be better controlled.

Many fashion icons wear white pants to stand out and make it harder to match their outfits.

Appropriate use of some trendy clothing accessories can enrich the overall look. This way,
matching with bright-colored T-shirts can avoid monotony in the look.

▌2. Striped T-shirt .

Stripes are a very classic element. Striped T-shirts are popular in fashion because of the
influence of the sea soul shirt. Striped styles are diverse, but the blue and white striped shirt is
the most classic. .

The development of striped T-shirts and white T-shirts is indispensable to the navy. They were
once one of the uniforms of the French and American navies.

The classic blue and white stripes are the first choice. The stripes do not need to be too large.
The thin stripes are more versatile than the wide stripes. The blue and white stripes can make
the look much more refreshing and bring out a marine flavor.

The blue and white striped T-shirt and navy blue trousers look very versatile. The combination of
the two is perfect. In terms of color and style contrast, it reflects the layering of the style. .

Blue and white tones in summer look refreshing, while black and white tones are trendy on the
streets. . Striped items can make you look younger and give your style a youthful and energetic
vibe.

Candy-colored stripes are the favorite of young fashion icons. Colors like this look better and
more attractive when worn well. . You can choose fabrics with a heavier weight, so that the
shape will be more crisp.

▌3. Letter logo T-shirt .

Graphic T-shirts with letters or brand logos were initially used for marketing. Each brand has its
own catchy slogan T-shirt, and this one is the most recognized. .

Many fashion icons will choose a logo T-shirt based on their own brand preferences. These
brand logos also represent the trend of a certain period in the fashion circle.



A small logo pattern can activate the entire look and even focus all eyes on the logo.

After adding letter patterns to all-black tones, the shape becomes richer quickly. .

Large-area printed styles have a stronger sense of individuality. The trousers are simple when
paired with complex-patterned styles. They follow the principle of being "traditional at the top
and simple at the bottom." .

Wearing a letter slogan T-shirt gives a relaxed and casual look. Pay attention to the overall style
to avoid looking cheap or poorly dressed.

Some slogan T-shirts express emotions and attract attention with radical slogans. It reflects a
bold and free fashion attitude. .

▌4. Character pattern T-shirt .

Character graphic T-shirts can be both classic and trendy.

The character portrait printing in the pattern is also a very fashionable style. It is usually
designed using the portraits of some celebrities. This T-shirt is a must-have item for
star-chasers.

You should also consider style comfort when selecting large patterns. . After all, sometimes
some printing techniques will affect the comfort of wearing.

Character T-shirts are more eye-catching than plain or logo T-shirts, with larger patterns. .

The character T-shirt is versatile, so choose a style that matches your temperament. It does not
mean that you can wear a good look with an outstanding style.

▌5.Oversize style .

Oversize t shirts style has become an important part of fashion. The loose and big style meets
the needs of fashion lovers and quickly becomes trendy. .

An oversize style T-shirt makes it easier to create a fashionable look compared to a fitted one.
Many young fashion icons are also very keen on this version.

A loose fit can hide the problem of being too thin, but don't wear it too much, or it will emphasize
your thinness.

ImproveShow HardFor some men with a small belly, a loose fit can also hide the belly.
Non-personalized oversized fit? Some loose and dropped shoulder styles work well too.

ImproveShow HardIf you also choose the Oversize version, the fabric should be slightly stiffer.
Even if the style is relatively simple, the shape will not be monotonous.
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